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Eberhard Bons

Introduction

In Christian prayer language, addressing God as “helper” is more than com- 
mon. As early as about the beginning of the 2nd Century C.E., it occurs in a list 
of divine attributes in 1 Clem. 59.3 where God is called “the helper of those 
who are in danger” (röv röv kivSdveuövtcov ßor)0öv).2 In the mid-second 
Century C.E., we find another Quotation of ßor|06q in an apologetical context. 
Addressing the issue of theodicy, Justin Martyr quotes a putative contra- 
diction: It is possible that God does not intercede in favor of his believers, 
even though “we confess God as a helper” (2 Apol. 5.1: ei 6eöv ©poZoyoüpev 
ßoqöov). No matter how Justin tries to resolve the theological problem of evil 
that God does not prevent, he obviously takes for granted that God can be 
considered a helper of humans. As for the Latin-speaking Church Fathers, the 
Latin translation of ßoq06<;, the noun adiutor, is very frequent, too, and it 
seems to need no further explanation.3
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The fact that the divine title “helper” is very populär in Christian theo- 
logical language raises the question of whether it has a background in the 
New Testament literature. However, at first glance one notes that the New 
Testament evidence is more than meager.4 Indeed, the noun ßoiqÖog never ap- 
pears in the New Testament prayer texts, either in hymns like the Magnificat 
(Luke 1:46 55) or in supplications like Jesus’ Gethsemane prayer (Mark 
14:36 parr.). As a New Testament hapax legomenon, ßor]0ö<; only occurs in 
Heb 13:6 which is a quotation of Ps 117:6LXX: Kuptog epoi ßor)06g, [Kai] oü 
<poßr]0fpopai, ti Trotfpei pot ävOpomoc; “the Lord is my helper, I will not be 
afraid, what can man do to me?).5

4 F. Büchsel, “ßorjOem ktL”, TWNT 1 (1933), 627.
5 For further Information on the tunction of the Psalm quotation in the paraenetical context 

of Heb 13:1-6 see the commentaries, e.g. H. F. Weiss, Der Brief an die Hebräer (KEK 13), 
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1991, 706-707.

6 See e.g. W. D. Furley/J. M. Bremer, Greek Hymns. Selected Cult Songs from the 
Archaic to the Hellenistic period. Volume One: The Texts in Translation (STAC 9), 
Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2001, 52: “... the precise naming of the god addressed was 
important both from the point of view of politeness and courtesy, so as not to offend a 
sensitive power, and from the point of view of establishing the precise channel along which 
one wished divine succour to flow.”

Given the scarcity of New Testament evidence of ßot]06c as a divine title, 
one crucial question needs to be answered. We have to Start from the funda
mental fact that in Antiquity divine names and titles were not chosen indiscri- 
minately. On the contrary, a deity had one or more names and titles which 
were obviously predetermined by tradition or Convention. Therefore, it was of 
the utmost importance to use these and no other names and titles in prayers 
and invocations.6 If this assumption is right it would be logical to argue that 
the early Christian authors did not themselves invent the divine title ßor]06g. 
This raises the question of where this element of prayer language comes from. 
To put in general terms, did the Greek speaking Christian writers follow the 
literary conventions of pagan prayer language? Did they find the noun ßoqOöc 
in other contexts dealing with gods? Or were they inspired by the prayer 
language attested in the Septuagint and in the other writings of Jewish Greek 
literature? Finally, do we have to take into account other sources, e.g. papyri?

The aim of this article is to shed more light on these questions which seem 
to be neglected in recent biblical research. In the next three sections, the fol- 
lowing issues will be addressed: 1. Does the noun ßor|06<; appear in relation to 
a deity or to deities in general in the so-called pagan Greek literature and, if 
so, in which contexts? 2. Do we find occurrences of ßoqOoc in the papyri 
which contribute to a better understanding of Jewish and Christian prayer lan
guage? 3. Finally, what can be said about the use of ßoq06<; in the Septuagint 
and in later Jewish literature in Greek? The article, which does not claim to be 
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exhaustive, will be concluded by some remarks which address the crucial 
question: How did God come to be called a helper?

1. Gods as helpers of humans in Greek literature

1.1 The evidence of prayer texts

Classical and hellenistic Greek literature contains numerous prayer texts 
which are available in recent editions7. As for the divine title ßoq0ö<;, it must 
be stated at the outset that a look at classical and hellenistic Greek prayer 
language does not show promising results. To be sure, numerous words and 
expressions bear on the activity of a deity which is said to intervene in favor 
of humans and, more concretely, to help them, e.g. näpsipi “to be present so 
as to help”8 and äpf|yoj “to help, to succor”9 and its derivative nouns and ad- 
jectives10. However, it tums out to be much more difficult to find occurrences 
of the noun ßoqöog as well as the corresponding verb ßoq0£® in the extant 
prayer texts of the classical and hellenistic era. It is beyond doubt that 
Speakers quote a wide ränge of divine titles in order to convince the respective 
deity to intervene on their behalf or on behalf of other persons. Still, it has to 
be said that the title ßoq0ög seems to be missing in the different types of ex
tant prayers and supplications. This negative result is confirmed by Karl 
Keyßner whose list of terms of the semantic field of “help” does not mention 
ßoqOöi;1'. It is perhaps no coincidence that in their edition of Greek prayer 
texts Frederic Chapot and Bernard Laurot do not quote either an example of 
ßoq0ö<;12.

7 E.g. F. Chapot/B. Laurot, Corpus des prieres grecques et romaines. Textes reunis, tra- 
duits et commentes (Recherches sur les rhetoriques religieuses 2), Turnhout: Brepols, 2001.

8 E.g. Hermocles, Ithyphalli 1-2: ’Q<; oi peytaTot tmv Ocöv Kai (ptktatoi | tfl Ttokei 
Träpetaiv.

9 E.g. Sophocles, Electra 115: eXOet’, dpf]qar£, TsiaacOE Ttatpö«; cpövov f|pETEpou.
10 For a detailed list of words expressing the idea of help see e.g. K. Keyssner, Gottesvor

stellung und Lebensauffassung im griechischen Hymnus (WSAW 2), Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 
1932, 101-103.

11 Keyssner, Gottesvorstellung, 101-103.
12 Chapot/Laurot, Corpus des prieres, passim.

1.1.1 Gods as allies in wars

A priori, we cannot rule out entirely the possibility that the divine title ßoqöö«; 
might have been used by Greek Speakers in the context of prayers. However, 
we have to bear in mind that the word ßor|06<; is mostly used in different con- 
texts and not chiefly in prayers. Apart from a more or less neutral sense where 
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the kind of help or assistance is not specified13, in many cases a ßor)0ög ap- 
pears in a military context. In concrete terms, a ßopOoq - used in the singulär 
or in the plural - refers to allies who offer Support in fight14. This idea is 
sometimes underscored by a parallel noun or adjective, oijppaxog, literally 
“fighting along with”15. It is particularly interesting to note that the word ßoq- 
06g can also be used in a figurative sense: Apart from human “helpers”, gods 
can be considered to be the helpers of a people, of a tribe or of a town espe- 
cially when it is in military danger. Let us quote three examples each of which 
is part of a speech which encourages going to war against a frightening ene- 
my:

13 E.g. Aesop, Fab. 19: ört ovtoi Kai tcbv avOpdwaov pdratoi siatv, öaot ßorjOotg itpoa- 
tpE%ownv, oig to üSikeiv paZZov spqniTov “thus, there are foolish people who look for helpers 
who have an inbom inclination towards wrongdoing”; Plato, Phaedr. 275e: TtÄrmpeXonpevog 
8e Kai ovk ev ötKp XoiöoppOEig tov irarpög aei Ssirat ßoqOovavTÖg ydp oliv dpvvaaOai ovte 
ßorjOfjaat Svvarög avr<5 “when ill-treated or unjustly offended it [i.e. a written text] always 
needs its father [i.e. the author] to help it; for it is unable to protect or help itself’. See also 
Plato, Resp. 369c.

14 Herodotus, Hist. 6.100; Thucydides, Hist. 1.53.4; Polybius, Hist. 3.31.5; Diodorus Sicu- 
lus, Bibl. 11.35.4.

15 E.g. Xenophon, Mem. 3.4.9; Diodorus Siculus, Bibl. 14.67.3.

1. In a speech attributed to Demosthenes {Or. 11: In epistulam Philippi) 
but actually taken from the Philippica of Anaximenes of Lampsacus (see 
FGH11 F 11b), the orator raises the courage for battle of his Athenian fellow 
citizens by the following argument: uptarov pev yäp EiKÖq, m avSpeq A0r|- 
vatot, roiig Osoug gEyioroug üpiv öirapxEiv mippäxoug Kai ßopGovg “for first, 
men of Athens, it is probable that your mightiest allies and supporters will be 
the gods” (§ 2). It deserves attention that the gods bear the same designations 
as human allies, i.e. ouppa/ot Kai ßor]0oi (see above), as if they would hurry 
to help the warring army.

2. About three centuries later the Greek historian Dionysius of Halicamas- 
sus, in his Roman Antiquities, reports a speech of the Roman dictator Aulus 
Postumius. Before the battle of Lake Regillus (around 496 B.C.E.) he en
courages his soldiers by recalling that help comes from the gods: xpf) be Kai 
üpag, avöpcg Xo/ayoi te Kai orpaTiäiTai, paOövrag, ört ouppa/oug e^ete robg 
0Eoüg, oiitEp aici rqv ttöXiv otö^ouoiv, avöpag ayaOoüg yevEoOai itepi tovSe 
töv äycöva- STtiorapcvouc, ört xfjg Jtapä Oe<öv ßoqOeiag ÜTuip/Et rvyxävEtv roig 
yswaiaig äyoivtCopcvoig “But it is necessary that you too, both officers and 
men, knowing that you have for allies the gods, who have always preserved 
our city, should acquit yourselves as brave men in this battle, remembering 
that the assistance of the gods is given to those who fight nobly” {Ant. Rom. 
6.6.3).
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3. In the course of the 3rd Century C.E., we find an analogous idea in 
Herodianus, Ab excessu divi Marei 3.6.7, where the future Roman emperor 
Septimius Severus calls on his army to attack his Opponent Clodius Albinus: 
uopsv ow rfj ouvf|0£i xpröpevoi TipoOupia te Kai ävöpsia yEwaitoq Elf avrov, 
0£oü<; te exovtec; ßoqOoug ... “let us therefore go forth against him, relying on 
our customary zeal and valor, with the gods as our allies ...”.

Albeit with slight differences, these three texts, which are not written in the 
same epoch by the same author, display a common feature, a kind of topos: 
When calling on their soldiers to fight, political or military leaders try to con- 
vince them that the gods support them in the battle. Nevertheless, although 
gods are considered to be “helpers”, one should not lose sight of the fact that 
the aforementioned texts are not to be confused with prayers. On the one 
hand, one has to be aware of the fact that the literary genre is different insofar 
as the noun ßor]06(; is included in a speech, more precisely in a type of sym- 
buleutic speech which has its Sitz im Leben in the organizational and psycho- 
logical preparations for a war or a battle. On the other hand, the Speaker does 
not address the deity direetly by using the fitting divine titles, e.g. in the con- 
text of an invocation, but speaking of the gods as ßor]0oi in the third person. 
These differences are not insignificant. In fact, the Speakers are not primarily 
concemed with invoking the gods’ help in a specific Situation, by reminding 
them that they are helpers of humans16. Rather, their aim is to encourage their 
human addressees by arguing that the gods are their helpers in the battle.

16 For this idea see H. Usener, Götternamen. Versuch einer Lehre von der religiösen 
Begriffsbildung, Bonn: Cohen, 1896 (= 21929), 336: “Zur erhofften Wirkung ist das treffende 
Wort die wichtigste Bedingung: man muß den Gott bei dem Namen anrufen und verpflichten, 
der das Vermögen, gerade in dem besonderen Falle zu helfen, einschließt.”

17 For the Greek text and a recent German translation see Kallimachos, Werke. Griechisch 
und deutsch. Herausgegeben und übersetzt von Markus Asper, Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche 
Buchgesellschaft, 2004, 402.

1.1.2 The noun ßorjddq in reference to a specific deity

Apart from the previous mention of a military context, we find some scattered 
attestations of the noun ßor]06g in reference to gods in a few Greek texts of 
Hellenistic and Roman times. However, in contrast to the three passages cited 
above, the noun does not qualify anonymous gods in the plural but a specific 
deity. E.g., in his Hymn to Artemis, Callimachus of Cyrene (3rd cent. B.C.E.) 
puts the following words in Artemis’ mouth: nökEoiv 8’ ETnpei^opat ävöpröv 
povvov öt’ ö^cirptv wf möiveooi yuvatkeg reipöpEvai KakEtoat ßor]06ov “and 
the cities of men I will visit only when women suffering from severe labour 
pains call me as helper” (Hymn. Dian. 20-22).17 A couple of centuries later, 
the title ßopOoq is attributed to the Egyptian god Sarapis by Aelius Aristides: 
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oe yäp öf] näg rrg ev Travri Katpö ßoqööv KaXei, Zapam “for everybody can 
call you in every time a helper, Sarapis” (Eig Sapamv, Or. 45.14 Keil 
[p. 50, 32 Jebb]). However, Sarapis is not the only god to merit this title. 
Among the numerous titles which serve to characterize Zeus, ßoqOög is used 
by Aristides as well. He concludes his Hymn to Zeus as follows: üaö toutou 
äp%£o0ai xpf] Kai teXeutöv eie toutov, Ttavrög koyoo Kai rtdorig rtpä^Ecog 
pyEpova Kai ßoqööv Kalovvrag ... “with him [Zeus] we should begin, and 
end with him, calling him leader and helper of every word and every action 
...” (Eig Aia, Or. 43.31 Keil [p. 8,27 Jebb]). Some lines earlier, in a quite 
long list of titles18, Zeus is referred to as ev 8e voootg Kai näai Katpoig ßoqOöv 
Sonfip “the Savior, helping in diseases and in every circumstance” {Or. 43.30 
Keil [p. 8, 17-18 Jebb]).

18 For an analysis of these titles, see J. Amann, Die Zeusrede des Ailios Aristeides 
(TBAW 12), Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1931, 103-109.

19 It would be worthwhile to address the question of whether ßorjOög appears in narrative 
texts as well, e.g. in Longus, Daphnis et Chloe 2.7.6: 'EKaXouv röv flava ßor|96v “I called 
upon Pan as helper”.

20 This text is available in two recent editions with German translations and annotations: 
Cornutus, Die Griechischen Götter: Ein Überblick über Namen, Bilder und Deutungen, ed. 
H.-G. Nesselrath et al. (SAPERE 14), Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2009; Lucius Annaeus Cor
nutus, Einführung in die griechische Götterlehre, ed. P. Busch/J. K. Zangenberg (TzF 95), 
Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 2010. Both editions, however, use the Greek 
text of the old and deficient Teubner edition Cornuti theologiae Graecae compendium, ed. 
C. Lang, Leipzig: Teubner, 1881. A new critical edition is still a desideratum.

In the framework of this article, we must leave open the question of 
whether these quotations are exceptional or not.19 Certainly, the title ßoqOög is 
absent from other “descriptions” of the gods, e.g. Cornutus’ De natura deo- 
rum who does not call by this title neither Zeus nor any other divinity of the 
Greek pantheon.20 However, there is some evidence that the noun ßoqOog was 
not totally incompatible with Contemporary religious language. An interesting 
example is to be found in Epictetus’ Discourses written down by Arrian at the 
beginning of the 2nd Century C.E. Among the advice that Epictetus gives his 
readers, one can read: roß Oeoü pepypoo, ekeivov ernKaXob ßoqOöv Kai rcapa- 
orärpv rög wiig AtooKopoug ev %£tp<»vi oi Ttkcovrcg “remember God: call on 
him as a helper and defender, like sailors who call on the Dioscuri in a storm” 
{Diss. 2.18.29).

This quotation is interesting for various reasons. First of all, it is not a far- 
fetched idea to mention the attitudes of sailors whose lives are in danger (see 
e.g. Jonah 1:5-7). On this assumption, Epictetus argues that sailors send sup- 
plications to the Dioscuri (= Castor and Pollux) when threatened by storm. In 
a similar männer, the Stoic philosopher recommends his followers to pray to 
God as a helper and protector. Regardless of whether Epictetus tends to 
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develop a monotheistic idea of God, it deserves attention that his advice 
supposes a kind of personal piety21 which expects help from God whatever be 
the Situation. From this perspective, this quotation has much more in common 
with Christian prayer language than the aforementioned appeals launched to 
fight the enemies. However, it must be pointed out that the quotation does not 
allow clear-cut conclusions conceming the text of an underlying prayer 
formula. Or to put it in another way, we cannot “reconstruct” a prayer of this 
kind which Epictetus could have had in mind. In any case, it seems not to be 
impossible that Epictetus is familiär with a prayer vocabulary that includes the 
noun ßorjOoq among other divine titles.

21 See R. Radice, La concezione di Dio e del divino in Epitteto, Milan: CUSL, 1982, 98, 
who recognizes a tendency towards the ideas of monotheism and a personal god in Epictetus’ 
Discourses. He draws the following conclusion: “sieche, nel complesso, puö dirsi ehe la 
teologia del nostro filosofo effettivamente muova verso forme di monoteismo (Dio-Demi- 
urgo), escluda ogni aspetto sostanzialmente panteistico e attenui grandemente i motivi poli- 
teistici ... e fondi filosoficamente quella diffusa e profonda sensibilita religiosa, grazie alla 
quäle l’autore puö conferire a Dio le note e gli atteggiamenti propri di un essere personale.”

22 See already F. H. Preisigke, Fachwörter des öffentlichen Verwaltungsdienstes Ägyp
tens, Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1915 (= Hildesheim: Olms, 1975), 40: “Hülfs- 
arbeiter bei verschiedensten Behörden”; J. H. Moulton/G. Milligan, The Vocabulary of the 
Greek Testament illustrated from the papyri and other non-literary sources, London: Hodder 
& Stoughton, 1930, 114; O. Montevecchi, La papirologia. Ristampa riveduta e corretta con 
addenda, Milan: Vita e Pensiero, 1998, 172.

2. Helpers of humans in the documentary papyri

2.1 Gods as helpers?

Given the scarcity of attestations of ßoqOog with reference to deities, the fol- 
lowing question remains to be asked: Do the Egyptian documentary papyri 
provide some material that takes us a Step further? In concrete terms, do we 
find occurrences of ßoqOoq which enable us to better understand the use of 
this noun in prayer language?

When addressing this issue one has to bear in mind two facts: on the one 
hand, the language of most of the papyri is less literary than many prayers, 
hymns and narrative texts included in classical Greek literature, on the other, 
it is perhaps more influenced by spoken language. Thus, at least in theory pa
pyri could be able to provide examples we have looked for in vain in Greek 
literature. However, on closer examination the documents one could adduce 
in favor of this idea seem to be rare. Apparently, one of the specific meanings 
of ßoq06q in the Egyptian context, above all papyri of Roman times, is 
“assistant” of a tax gatherer or another civil servant22. As for ßor|06c; as a 
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divine title, the Vocabulary of the Greek Testament by James Hope Moulton 
and George Milligan23 only mentions a papyrus written around the year 356 
C.E., P.Lond. 2.410 (= P.Abinn. 34), lines 7-9: perd röv Oeöv oöötvav [sic] 
äxopev f]pfjq [sic] ßor|0öv üp®v “after God, we have no helper than you”24.

23 Moulton/Milligan, Vocabulary, 114.
24 For this text, see R S. Bagnall/R. Cribiore, Women ’s Letters from Ancient Egypt 300 

BC-AD 800, Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2006, 358-359.
25 Löhr, Studien, 197.
26 O. Montevecchi, La papirologia, 77; see also A. Passoni Dell’Acqua, “La metafora 

biblica di Dio come roccia e la sua soppressione nelle antiche versioni”, EL 91 (1977), 417- 
453: 432.

To this might be added a text of older date quoted by Hermut Löhr25: UPZ 
1.52, a petition dating from the 2nd Century B.C.E. (after 161 B.C.E.), lines 8- 
9, where the petitioner declares: oöOeva sxropev [sic] ßotqOöv [sic] akK i] ae 
Kai röv Saparrtv “we have no other helper besides you and Sarapis”. The 
name “Sarapis” could certainly refer to the god Sarapis who is considered a 
helper in the given context (see above the Quotation of Aristides’ Hymn on 
Sarapis). Therefore, this papyrus, that goes back to the Hellenistic era, would 
be a good example of the pagan use of the divine title ßoq06g even though 
there are still some doubts. Indeed, “Sarapis” is a name used not only for the 
Egyptian god but for human beings as well (see e.g. P.Lond. 2.257). If this 
were the case, the petitioner would speak of two human “helpers”: Sarapion 
and Sarapis. We cannot defmitely rule out this possibility although there is a 
strong case for identifying Sarapis with the Egyptian god, the petition being 
addressed only to Sarapion.

Be this as it may, even if we investigate more in depth the numerous occur- 
rences of ßor|0ö<; in the papyri this would lead to a negative conclusion: In the 
extant papyri this noun refers only in exceptional cases to a god. Certainly, 
this result might be corrected by new findings, but in the present circum- 
stances it would be too hypothetical to assume that the key of Interpretation of 
later Christian use of ßoq06c lies in the quoted papyri.

2.2 Human helpers

In a certain sense a prayer represents a direct speech in which a human person 
speaks to a deity. Interestingly, it tumed out to be difficult to find examples of 
prayers where a deity is referred to as ßoq06<; although this title occurs in 
Greek hymns. In view of the fact that the name of Sarapis appears in the con
text of a petition (see above 2.1), it seems advisable to trace the line back to 
other Contemporary papyri. In particular, it could be usefiil to pursue an idea 
by Orsolina Montevecchi who happens to mention the title ßoqOck when 
speaking of the courtly vocabulary of the papyri26. Although the evidence 
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seems to be quite meager, it is nowadays possible - thanks to Computer 
concordances of the papyri - to provide some more significant material. In 
fact, given a certain number of examples it is no exaggeration to state that the 
title ßoqOoc has a specific Sitz im Leben in petitions, particularly in their 
conclusions. It will suffice to quote three examples:

1. In the course of the 3rd Century B.C.E., a certain Paeis, according to his 
own Statements in unlawful detention, writes a petition to Zenon, claiming 
that he is his only helper (P.Lond. 7.2045, line 4): oök E/opEV ßoqOöv äÄAov 
oüOeva äÄAä ge “we have no other helper than you”.27

2. In an enteuxis (petition) submitted to the king Ptolemy in 220 B.C.E., a 
person named Ptolemaios of Macedonian origin Claims compensation because 
his pigs have been killed. The concluding formula of the petition reads as 
follows (P.Enteux. 70 = P.Lille 2.21, lines 13-14): ßaotÄEÖ, em oe K[ara]ipu- 
y&N, r[öv] koivöv cüepyerqv Kai ßoqOöv, [TCii^opat rfj<; napa ooo ßoqOeiag 
“King, fleeing to you, the common benefactor and helper, I will obtain help 
from you”.

3. In another enteuxis submitted to the king in 220 B.C.E., a merchant 
whose name is unknown concludes his request as follows (P.Heid. 6.376, 
lines 17-18): ÖTtco«; em oe Karagmycbv, ßaatXeu, röv tuxvtcov ßotqOöv [sic] Kai 
EÜEpysrqv, tüx® tou öiKaiou “in order to obtain what is just, by fleeing to 
you, King, helper and benefactor of all”.

27 For this document, see C. Orrieux, Les papyrus de Zenon. L’horizon d’un grec en 
Egypte au HF siede avant J.C., Paris: Macula, 1983, 128-129.

It is clear from these documents dating from the 3rd Century B.C.E. that pe- 
titioners employed the title ßoq06<; when writing to the king or to another per
son in power. One might even go further and argue that writers or Speakers do 
not make a clear terminological distinction between a divine and a human hel
per. Indeed, irrespective of whether Sarapis (see above, 2.1), Ptolemy or 
Zenon is considered to be the only trustworthy helper, he is called ßoq06<;. 
Finally, there is one additional observation conceming style: In contrast to 
texts like hymns, Speeches and philosophical diatribe, the aforementioned 
petitions directly address somebody as a helper. From this point of view, they 
share one essential element with prayers.

3. God as helper in the Septuagint and in extra-biblical texts

3.1 Preliminary observations

In the LXX, the noun ßoqOog has about 60 occurrences. Roughly speaking, 
human ßoqOoi are by far in the minority in comparison with God. Leaving 
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aside the few cases where the word probably denotes allies (1 Chr 12:19; 
Ezek 12:14; Nah 3:9, see above, 1.1.1)28, only rarely does ßor]06g explicitly 
refer to a human helper. Perhaps the most prominent case is the helper to be 
created for man/Adam in Gen 2:18: a “helper corresponding to him” (ßor)0öv 
Kar’ aürov). In Gen 2:20 such a helper which is like man/Adam (öpoux; 
aürm) is still missing among the different sorts of animals. Within the 
deuterocanonical literature, Gen 2:18 is quoted in part by the two versions of 
the prayer of Tobit, TobBA 8:6 and Tobs 8:6. Furthermore, the text is alluded 
to in Sir 36:29[24] (ßoqOöv Kar’ aürov “a help like himself”). On the whole, 
the respective passages do not allow further conclusions conceming the kind 
of help to be offered by the wife qualified as ßoq06<;. Apart from Gen 2:18, 20 
and the allusions to this text already quoted, the LXX texts several times 
employ the formula “who has/had no helper” (e.g. Job 29:12; Ps 71:12LXX) or 
“there is no helper” (2 Kgdms 22:42; Isa 63:5; Esth C:14 [4:17']; Jdt 7:25)29. 
Of course, these laconic formulas are too general to determine whether a 
divine or a human helper is implied in each of the cases. Be that as it may, 
these few LXX occurrences of ßoqOog are in line with one observation made 
above (see 1.1.1 and note 13): The noun ßoqOög can be employed without a 
closer description of the help needed or expected in the respective contexts.

28 See M. Harl et al., La Bible d’Alexandrie. Les Douze Prophetes 4-9: Joel, Abdiou, 
Jonas, Naoum, Ambakoum, Sophonie (BibAlex XXIII4—9), Paris: Cerf, 1999, 226.

29 See for a similar formula Menander, Dyscolus 934: ovöeü; ßor]0öi; cot Ttäpeonv “there 
is no helper for you”.

3.2 God as helper

Most of the LXX occurrences of ßoqOog appear in the Psalter as well as in 
some related texts. All of these quotations share one important feature insofar 
as the noun is explicitly referred to God.

In general, where the LXX texts translated from Hebrew are concemed, the 
respective equivalents of ßoqOo«; chiefly derive from the root 'zr “help”. Thus, 
ßoq0ö<; renders the following terms which are quoted according to the 
Masoretic Text (MT):
- the noun 'ezcer “help, helper”, which is already used in Gen 2:18, 20, in 

Exod 18:4; Deut 33:7, 26, 29; Ps 26:9; 32:30; 69:6; 113:17; 145:5LXX (see 
also Sir 36:24B),

- the participle of the verb äzar “help”, ozcer “one who helps” (Ps 29:11; 
117:7LXX),

- the inflected form of the same verb, yaazär “he will help me” (Isa 50:7), 
- the noun 'oezrährcezrätäh “help, assistance” (Ps 45:2; 62:8LXX).

Moreover, ßoq06<; is once the Greek equivalent of mösia “savior” 
(2 Kgdms 22:42; the parallel text Ps 17:42 reads 6 oth^mv instead of ßoqOög).
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What is particularly noticeable is that ßor]06c renders various words of the 
semantic field of “rock, fortress”. This phenomenon is limited to the Psalter 
and related texts that tend to avoid qualifying God as a rock.30 The respective 
Hebrew equivalents are mahsceh “refuge, shelter” (Ps 61:9; 70:7), misgäb 
“stronghold, refuge” (Ps 9:10), maöz “refuge” (Ps 51:9), setcer “hiding- 
place” (Ps 118:114), 'oz “strength” (Exod 15:2; Ps 27:7; 58:18; 80:2LXX), sür 
“rock”(Ps 17:3; 18,15; 77:35; 93:22LXX).

30 See Passoni Dell’Acqua, “La metafora biblica”, passim; S. Olofsson, God is my 
Rock. A Study of Translation Technique and Theological Exegesis in the Septuagint (CB.OT 
31), Stockholm: Almquist & Wiksell, 1990, passim.

3.2.1 The noun ßorjOoq as a divine title in the Psalter

The previous observations would not be complete if we did not give special 
attention to two details of the translation technique underlying the LXX 
Psalter:

a) In the LXX Psalter ßor|06q is used exclusively when referring to God 
and not in relation to other gods or to humans. The only exception might be 
found in a rather neutral context where the absence of any helper is stated: ört 
Eppboaro Jirwyov ek xeipö? bovaorov Kai TtEvrpa, m oüx ÜTrfjpxev ßor)06<; “for 
he delivers the needy from the hand of the mighty, the poor who have no 
helper” (Ps 71:12).

ß) There are grounds for assumption that ßoqOog is the Standard equivalent 
of the Hebrew noun ezcer “help, helper”. However, some exceptions should 
be noted. In fact, when ezcer does not refer to God, the LXX Psalter prefers 
the noun ßor]0Eia, e.g. in Ps 19:3; 88:20LXX. Thus, the translator leaves no 
room for doubt that God is to be considered the only ßoqOöq of humans. An 
instructive example is Ps 120[ 121]: 1: “I litt my eyes to the hills - from where 
will my help [MT: 'cezri ‘my help’] come?” Unlike other psalm quotations 
where the translator inserts ßor|06g, he avoids using this word in favor of f] 
ßof|0£iä pou. Perhaps he did not want to convey the idea that God as a helper 
comes down from the hill. Anyway, the translation is concordant. The 
following verse makes clear that help (f] ßof|0£ia pou, MT: 'cezri “my help”) 
comes from the Lord.

Thus, as an intermediate conclusion one can notice that the LXX Psalter 
has the tendency to reserve the title ßoqOöc exclusively for God. Of course, 
this is not the only divine title employed in the Psalter. Needless to say, many 
psalms share one important element with many pagan ancient prayers insofar 
as they combine various divine titles, especially in the invocation (e.g. Ps 
17[18]:2-3). Other divine titles used in the immediate context are e.g. Kara- 
<pvyf| “refuge” (Ps 9:10; 17:3; 45:2; 58:17-18; 93:22LXX), ävriXfipTrrcop 
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“helper, protector” (Ps 17:3; 39:18LXX), wt£paG7ncrrf]g “one who holds a 
shield over someone, protector” (Ps 17:3; 32:20; 39:18; 113:17LXX), and 
pwnp; “savior, deliverer” (Ps 17:3; 69:6LXX).

The specific contexts of the Psalter occurrences of ßoqöög cannot be re- 
duced to one common denominator. The following examples are by no means 
exhaustive. Generally speaking, and leaving aside the prophetic texts within 
this article, we can roughly distinguish between two types of quotations. In 
the third person, God is confessed as the ßoi]06<; of the poor (Ps 9:10) or of 
the Israelites retuming to Hirn in their distress (Ps 77:35LXX). Persons whose 
helper is the God of Jacob are praised (Ps 145:5LXX), whereas the man who 
did not make God his help is criticized (Ps 51:9LXX). In the context of 
lamentation and confidence, however, believers declare in the first person that 
God is or has become their personal helper (e.g. Ps 17:3; 26:9; 27:7; 32:30; 
39:18; 58:18; 61:9; 62:8; 69:6; 70:7; 80:2; 93:22LXX)31. Furthermore, they 
proclaim: “our God ... is a helper” (Ps 45:2) or “the Lord is a helper to me” 
(Ps 117:6-7). Only once does such a formula occur in the vocative (Ps 
18:15lxx: ßoqOs pou).

31 See also Sir 51:2. The ms. B has a different text, see A. J. Guerra Martinez, El poder 
de la oraciön. Estudio de Sir 51,1-12, Estella: Verbo Divino, 2010, 89-97.

32 For details see E. Bons, “Psalter Terminology 'm Joseph and Aseneth”, Die Septuaginta 
- Text, Wirkung, Rezeption (WUNT), ed. Siegfried Kreuzer, Martin Meiser, Marcus Sigis
mund, Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014 (forthcoming).

33 Quoted from Joseph und Aseneth, ed. C. Burchard, with the assistance of C. Burfeind 
and U. B. Fink, Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2003.

3.2.2 Examples of ßorjOoq as a divine title in extra-biblical texts

The word ßor|06q is scarcely attested in the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha. 
Its characteristic LXX meaning can be found e.g. in the novel Joseph and 
Aseneth, which extensively uses the terminology of the LXX Psalter32. Once 
she has abandoned her idols, Aseneth prays to the Lord, the helper of the 
afflicted (Jos. Äsen. 12.13: Sion m> stö 7tarf]p töv öptpavtöv Kai röv 5s- 
öuoypevcov ÜTtspaoTttGTqq Kai tcöv rsOkippsvcDV ßoq06<;33 “you are the father of 
the orphans, the protector of the persecuted and the helper of the afflicted” 
(see also the analogous declaration in Jos. Äsen. 11.13).

In the works of Josephus the divine title ßoqOoc; occurs chiefly in prayers 
and speeches. In his prayer Isaac says that God has promised to his posterity 
“to be their kind helper and giver of still greater blessings” (Ant. 1.272: 
ßor]0ög ebpsvf]<; Kai 5orf]p äei rtöv Kpemovcov). In situations of great danger 
Moses exhorts the Israelites to keep in mind that the Lord is a ßoqOog, e.g. 
when Israel is pursued by the Egyptian army (Exod 14:9-31). Trusting in the 
Lord who as a helper is capable of making small things great, Israelites should 
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not despair (Ant. 2.333). Before sending spies to the land of Canaan (Num 
13:1), and aware of the dangers involved in occupying the promised land, 
Moses invites the Israelites to honor God who is above all Israel’s helper and 
ally (Ant. 3.302: eotiv etu Jtäorv qpiv ßor]0öq Kai ouppa/oi;). It is beyond 
doubt that Josephus draws his Inspiration from the literary genre dealt with 
above, i.e. speeches of political or military leaders (see above 1.1.1).

Concluding Remarks

At the end of this article it is time to retum to the questions that have been 
raised in the introduction. How did God come to be called ßoq06<;, particu- 
larly in the context of prayers? In my mind, three answers are possible:

1. On an inner-biblical level, the idea that the God of Israel is a helper is 
emphasized by two etiological texts. In Exod 18:4 the name of the second son 
of Moses, Eliezer, is explained as follows: “For the God of my father was my 
help [ki "lohl 'äbi be'cezn\”. The LXX renders the words in question by ö 
yäp Oeög roh Ttarpdg pou ßoqOäg pon “for the god of my father is my helper”. 
It should be highlighted that neither the Hebrew nor the Greek texts use a verb 
(e.g. “for the God of my father has helped me”) but a noun, qualifying God as 
a helper. In contrast to Exod 18:4, the LXX translation in 1 Kgdms 7:12 offers 
far more than a word-for-word rendering of the underlying Hebrew text. In 
fact, setting up a stone and naming it “Ebenezer” Samuel gives the following 
explanation of his act: “Thus far YHWH has helped us” ('ad hennäh '“zäränü 
YHWH). The LXX not only translates this clause but also inserts a translation 
of “Ebenezer”: Kai SKakeoEV rö övopa aüroü Aßsvs^Ep, MOoq rov ßorjdov, Kai 
eikev "Eax; EvraüOa äßopdpocv qprv Kuproq, literally “he called its name 
Abenezer, stone of the helper, and said: ‘Thus far the Lord has helped us’”. 
These two examples show that the divine title “helper” is not chosen by 
chance but that it is deeply rooted in the historical experience of Israel. 
Therefore, the LXX translators obviously did not completely invent a divine 
title. Rather they developed an idea that was already present in the Hebrew 
biblical traditions.

2. Nevertheless, there is still a question remaining: Why would the LXX 
translators have chosen the term ßoq06q? First of all, we have to take into 
account the fact that the translators were familiär with specific linguistic con- 
ventions which are abundantly attested in papyri. Thus we can infer that they 
were influenced by their social environment when choosing their theological 
vocabulary. Even though the number of examples presented above is quite 
limited, it is possible to conclude that ßorjOög was appropriate in two contexts: 
in petitions submitted to a king or to a leading functionary and in prayers and 
supplications. These two literary genres have at least one point in common: 
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Whether explicitly or implicitly, they express the idea of dependency. This 
implies that an individual (or more than one person) expects Support and 
assistance from an authority which is considered capable of offering it. How- 
ever, it would be a mistake to think that the translators’ work was limited to 
introduce a term into the Greek translation of Holy Scripture which they 
found in their Egyptian environment. As has been shown above, their aim was 
probably to convey the idea that God is the ßor)06<; par excellence. For this 
purpose they rendered various Hebrew terms by ßorjöog although the 
respective Hebrew nouns do not require such a translation. Anyway, it is clear 
that the translation technique adopted in the Greek Psalter does not leave any 
room for another important ßor]06<;.

3. In conclusion, it must be acknowledged that this specific use of ßor|06g 
had a real impact on later Jewish authors who did not translate from Hebrew 
texts. It would be interesting to quote additional material which points in the 
same direction. Nonetheless, these documents show clearly that the “career” 
of the divine title ßoq06<; did not come to an end when the Septuagint was 
fmished. On the contrary, Jewish authors did not refrain from using this title 
in new contexts which were completely independent of biblical psalms or 
related texts, e.g. the prayers in Josephus’ Antiquities. Of course, we have to 
take into consideration that in a Hellenistic context the specific use of ßor]06<; 
with reference to God was not completely incompatible with non-Jewish reli- 
gious conventions. Even though explicit prayer texts of non-Jewish origin are 
not available, it should not be excluded that gods could be considered helpers, 
ßoqOoi, in all sorts of situations. Certainly, it seems impossible to answer the 
question why the New Testament prayers do not employ this word. However, 
if Christian writers from the 2nd Century C.E. onwards used it among other 
divine titles (e.g. 1 Clem. 36.1; Justin, Dial. 30.3) it is probably because of 
their double heritage: Jewish and pagan.


